
Every detail  
matters

www.ctsav.com.au 

CTS Consulting offers both strategy and design consultancy. We partner with you from early ideas through to final 
delivery and ongoing operations.

CTS focus on strategic operational design and advice, including sustainability 
objectives, for a simplified user experience that meets the current and future needs 
of your business.

Intuitive, flexible, and easy-to-use technology designs.

Technical project management for effective installations.

Electroacoustic engineering for captivating listening environments.
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CTS offers both strategy and design consultancy with a particular focus on client-side representation in complex 
technology projects. We are your trusted partner in navigating the constantly changing world of workplace, 
broadcast, and AV system technologies. 

Our approach

Collaborative workshops with your executive design team and technical stakeholders.

Vendor agnostic, solution focused advice.

Strategic technology roadmaps.

Design, procurement, deployment, and ongoing management optimisation.

Our design philosophy ensures that the user-friendly technology provided is fit for purpose, scalable, and seamlessly 
integrated into your built environment.
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CTS Consulting provides technical project management services across the enterprise, broadcast, and event sectors. 
Our team has experience across all manufacturers and collaborate proactively with other trades to ensure project 
success.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND INSTALLATION

Our promise

Meet user expectations.

Commissioned according to industry standards.

Detailed proof of concept installation.

Comprehensive audit and commissioning reports.

Personalised end user training for your organisation.

Post-installation, CTS can remotely monitor systems to 
gather and share metrics on utilisation, user satisfaction 
and reliability. 

Electroacoustics is a specialised branch of acoustic engineering that combines design of sound systems and 
interior room acoustics. 

ELECTROACOUSTICS

By creating a 3D electroacoustic model, CTS can predict outcomes of audio performance in critical spaces and solve 
acoustic problems. This approach enhances your audience’s comfort, enjoyment, and content engagement by:

Improving speech intelligibility

Reducing listener fatigue

Measuring sound pressure levels

Upgrading uniformity and quality

Reducing audible reflections (echoes)

From video conferencing rooms to multifunction 
spaces where clear communication is essential, 
every workplace environment benefits from 
electroacoustic design.
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CTS utilise Triple Bottom Line principles (profit, people, and the planet) in our consulting and design work. We 
consider economic, social, and environmental impacts in all of our designs to ensure you meet the appropriate 
sustainability practices within your industry.

SUSTAINABILITY

CTS is product agnostic and selects equipment based on merit. Our equipment specification process ensures the 
most suitable product are incorporated into our strategic roadmaps and AV products. 
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Contact Us

We offer solutions for a seamless world. 
Get in touch with our friendly team today. 

www.ctsav.com.au

info@ctsav.com.au

1300 283 247

CTS provides end-to-end AV services, from consulting to production and 
ongoing support


